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ZEOLITE PURE TM contains the amazing all 
natural mineral Zeolite that has been proven to absorb 
the toxins, free radicals, and metals from your body, as 
well as boost the immune system. This mineral has 
been shown in independent studies to be effective 
fighting certain types of health issues and is listed by 
the FDA as Generally Recognized as Safe.  For those not 
wanting to take capsules, ZEOLITE PURE TM is pure 
powdered Zeolite in an economical size container. * 
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Directions as a 
detoxifier: 
Take 1 measured 
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teaspoon once a 
day for at least 30 
days. 
 
For an acute health 
problem: Take 1 
measured teaspoon 
3 times a day until 
resolved. 

 
 

 Ingredients Glossary 
 

Supplement 
Serving size One (1) measured Teaspoon 

Servings per container 88 
Amount Per Serving  % Daily 
V l

Zeolite (a natural mineral) 5 grams        *    
*

*Daily value not established 
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Purification, Detoxification, and Purging 
with Zeolite Pure TM 

 
Build-up of toxins, acidosis and heavy metals can damage our 
bodies. Unbalanced diets, pollution and food additives can all 

ause toxins and heavy metals to build up in our bodies. This often leads to acidosis causing "clogging" 
f the cell membranes. In other words, our cells slowly suffocate. Build-up of heavy metals (especially 
admium, mercury and lead) are the cause of many serious medical conditions. The particles of Zeolite 
ure TM are so fine that they can actually pass in between the body's cells. Due to its extraordinary 
dsorption and selection capabilities Zeolite Pure TM binds with toxins and, most importantly, harmful 
eavy metals, allowing these substance to be easily eliminated from the body. Zeolite Pure TM is often 
sed to eliminate heavy metals like lead and cadmium and to remove build-up of mercury (used in dental 
malgam fillings). Due to Zeolite Pure’s TM alkaline properties (buffer action) it is also possible to properly 
egulate the body's balance. But Zeolite Pure TM can do a lot more! It is also a highly effective antioxidant, 
hich means it neutralizes free radicals.  

Zeolite: A natural mineral that has a cage 
like structure and is negatively charged by 
nature. The negative charge acts like a 
magnet to attract toxins and heavy metals 
into its cage structure and carry them out of 
the body. It also balances the pH in the 
body which doesn’t allow foreign cells to 
grow. * 
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Research Brief 
 
 
Studies have shown that the natural mineral Zeolite has very beneficial uses 
to live healthy. The mineral has a honeycomb shape that is optimum for 
filtering toxins. It is also one of the very few minerals that have been 
negatively charged by nature. This means that in addition to having an 
excellent shape for filtering toxins, it actually acts like a magnet to attract 
them. The following is a study that shows how effective the Zeolite 
ingredient used in Zeolite Pure TM is in detoxifying the body: 
 
 
 
 
 
[Sorption characteristics of natural zeolite (clinoptilolite) in biological material in vitro] 
[Article in Czech] 
Vrzgula L, Seidel H. 
The zeolite (clinoptilolite) sorption of arsenic, cadmium, and lead ions from rumen fluid and abomasum juice was 
investigated in laboratory conditions. Zeolite was found to sorb 91% of lead and 45% of cadmium from rumen 
fluid in 24 hours. The sorption effectiveness was even higher from abomasum juice where zeolite sorbed 98% lead 
in 24 hours. 
PMID: 2554555 [PubMed - indexed for MEDLINE] 
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I never heard of this mineral before, what is 
it? 
 
Zeolite is a volcanic mineral which was created when ash 
and lava from a volcano has a chemical reaction with sea 
water. The result is a compound with a cage-like structure 
with a negative charge. The negative charge acts like a 
magnet to attract positively charged toxins and heavy 
metals to the Zeolite. These are then trapped in its cage 
structure and carried out of the body. 
 
How safe is Zeolite? 
 
This form of Zeolite is listed by the FDA as GRAS (generally 
recognized as safe) and is used in many products that you 
have probably come in contact with. Zeolite has been shown 
to be completely nontoxic, even at extremely high dosages.* 
 
Will ZEOLITE PURE TM conflict with any 
medications that I may be taking? 
 
Probably not. It contains an all natural mineral. It passes 
through your system collecting the toxins, and is passed 
naturally without you even noticing.  However, you should 
always check with a medical professional if you have any 
concerns about interactions with medications that you are 
taking. * 
 
I have had problems with side effects of 
other detoxifying products, will I have the 
same problem with ZEOLITE PURE TM? 
 
Most detoxifying products have side effects but, Zeolite 
Pure TM generally does not have any side effects, although it 
may vary with certain individuals. Zeolite Pure TM contains the 
amazing natural mineral Zeolite with a unique structure that 
has been proven to absorb the toxins, free radicals, and 
metals from your body, as well as boosting the immune 
system. This mineral has been shown to balance the body’s 
pH. Foreign cells can not grow in a balanced pH 
environment. The great thing about using an all-natural and 
safe product is that it can be taken over and over long term 
without worry, and only beneficial benefits for your body.* 
 
 
About ZEO Health Ltd: ZEO Health Ltd. is the original 
manufacturer of Zeolite supplements in the United States and one of the 
most knowledgeable about Zeolite supplements in the world. Their 
products are specifically formulated, using the form of Zeolite shown 
effective in the scientific studies, and produced to get the highest quality 
and most effective health benefits. All the products are manufactured in a 
licensed pharmaceutical facility under strict quality control.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

Contact: 
 

ZEO Health Ltd. 
(845) 353 – 5185 

29 Sunset View Drive 
West Nyack, N.Y. 10994 
sales@zeohealth.com 

 
http://www.zeolitepure.com/ 
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